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AMERICAN WOMAN'S SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF WOMEN ACCOUNTANTS
forty-six years ago the international 
Accountants Society Was incorporated as 
a school of accounting.
We are proud of our reputation for up-to-date 
instruction which has hept pace With the 
changing times through all these gears.
To our many accountant friends Whose in­
fluence and co operation have been largely re­
sponsible for the growth and development of 
this institution, we extend sincere appreciation.
INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTANTS SOCIETY, INC. 
A Correspondence School Since 1903
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EDITORIAL
ANNUAL MEETING
Plans are progressing for the annual 
meeting to be held October 28-30 at the 
Huntington Hotel in Pasadena, California. 
Keep these dates open!
TAX SETTLEMENT BOARD
The Tax News Column in our April issue 
contained a description of the Mills Bill, 
HR2983. This bill is important to account­
ants and to taxpayers. It would create a 
Tax Settlement Board for the speedy, in­
formal settlement of tax controversies 
which do not involve complicated legal 
problems. And since it provides that any­
one holding a Treasury Card could practice 
before the Tax Settlement Board, it would 
do a great deal to confirm the rights of 
future CPA’s in tax practice.
It is also hoped that creation of an in­
formal method of settling tax controversies 
along the lines proposed in HR2983 would 
help put an end to the unfortunate dis­
agreement over tax practice which has 
arisen between CPA’s and lawyers.
All members are urged to write—and to 
urge their clients to write—to their Con­
gressmen, indicating the importance of this 
measure to them as taxpayers.
WE KNEW IT ALL THE TIME
“Again and again women have proved 
their ability and capacity to do important 
work.”—From the Report of the Director 
of the University Placement Bureau of 
Columbia University, Year Ended June 30, 
1948.
KUDOS
Heloise Brown, CPA, official delegate of 
the American Institute of Accountants, 
AWSCPA and ASWA to the First Inter- 
american. Accounting Conference in San 
Juan, Puerto Rico, May 18-22, addressed 
the conference on the subject Problems 
Peculiar to Investment Bankers. 
Doris Emory Bennett, CPA, a member 
of AWSCPA, has been admitted to the 
public accounting firm of Cameron and 
Johnstone.
Linda Stanford, CPA, a member of 
AWSCPA, has been elected a director of 
Endicott Johnson Corporation.
Paula Reinisch, former national secre­
tary of ASWA, is the new president of 
Grand Rapids Zonta Club.
PRONOUNCE IT CORRECTLY
Attendance at conferences or at technical 
sessions always produces some mispro­
nunciations for the book.
The latest was attribute, used as a verb 
but with the strange effect produced by 
accenting it on the first syllable. “We 
at'tri bute this to excessive pressure,” said 
the speaker, and we rushed to Webster. 
Once this word, says Webster, whether used 
as a noun or as a verb, could be accented 
on the first syllable, but now distinction 
must be made between the two by pro­
nouncing the verb at trib’ute and the noun 
at'tri bute.
The same session yielded a mispronunci­
ation of contractual. Here the insidious r 
had crept in to distort the word to con­
tractural. R’s tend to wander from places 
where they should be and show up where 
they do not belong.
Next the speaker said, “In March, tax 
returns take precedence over other mat­
ters,” pronouncing precedence as if it were 
precedents (prĕc'e dents). But no diction­
ary sanctions this pronounciation for pre­
cedence, which, according to all authorities 
consulted, is pronounced prē cēd'ence.
“And that,” he concluded, “is the present 
status of the bill.” To status he gave 
the short a, not the long a which Webster 
sanctions. Here again, all authorities con­
sulted agreed with Webster.
Jennie M. Palen




PHYLLIS M. HAAN, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Figuring Percentages
Have you “coached” your employees on 
getting desired results with less effort?
“Coaching” younger employees on how 
to do their work with less effort saves valu­
able time. For example:
An employee figuring percentages was 
computing to seven decimal places. Only 
three decimals were necessary for manage­
ment. Her production increased 20 per 
cent when she was told, “Use one more 
figure in the divisor and dividend than the 
number of figures desired in the answer.”
As a typical example, determine the aver­
age price per gallon of gasoline, the rev­
enue being $3,478,671.25 from the sale of 
26,473,271 gallons. Assuming you wish an 
answer to hundredths of a cent (four fig­
ures), 3,478,7 will be your dividend and 
26,473 your divisor. Upon obtaining four 
answer-figures (1314), if the remainder 
(01478) is over half the divisor (26473), 
increase the right-hand answer-figure by 
one. In this case the answer remains 
$0.1314. Using this method, the problem 
can be done in less than half the time.
Color
Do you realize what an important part 
colors play in your life? It has been found 
that poor use of color in our homes, offices, 
and factories may result in irritability, de­
pression, reduced efficiency, and actual 
physical sickness.
High-strung, emotional people, for ex­
ample, should work and live in rooms in 
which the colors are relaxing, while people 
who tend to be depressed should frequent 
rooms in which the colors are light and 
stimulating.
In offices where the dark furniture and 
walls have been replaced with light-colored 
furniture and light-colored paint, an amaz­
ing improvement has been produced, not 
only in the efficiency of the personnel but 
in their mental attitudes as well.
Record of Additions to Fixed Assets
In sorting accounts payable invoices re­
ceived, save duplicates of items which 
might be capitalized.
When a job order (addition or betterment 
order) is to be capitalized, post all charges 
to such order to a memorandum sheet 
monthly until that particular job is com­
pleted. Then prepare a typewritten record 
(four copies) of the entire amount as 
cleared to the asset account.
Prepare a typewritten list (four copies) 
of additions through the purchase journal 
to each fixed asset account at the end of 
the year and also a summary sheet of all 
job order additions. Then type a final sum­
mary of additions through the purchase 
journal total and job order totals, reducing 
their total by the credits to the account 
through sales or scrapping, bringing down 
the net additions for the year.
Sort the copies into sets and to the 
original set attach duplicate copies of in­
voices to the job order of which it is a 
part. The original set is then assembled 
in book form for the auditor; one set for 
the president of the corporation, another 
for the treasurer, and the final set retained 
in the accounting department as a perma­
nent record.
The accountant for the company using 
this procedure states: “We find that the 
auditor in having all of this information 
in compact form at the time of the audit, 
does not require as much of our time in 
pulling and refiling invoices. The auditing 
firm retains this booklet in its permanent 
working paper file.”
When you eat a teaspoonful of honey you 
are consuming the entire lifetime output of 
an average honey bee.
* * *
The Alaska Railroad’s general manager 
reported that its best-kept stretch of track 
was maintained by a section gang com­
posed of eight Indian women.
—Time
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TAX NEWS
TENNIE C. LEONARD, C.P.A., Memphis, Tennessee
“Consistency, Thou art a Jewel!”
Section 29.22 (c)-2 of Regulations 111 
stresses the necessity for consistency on 
the part of the taxpayer in the preparation 
of income tax returns. Other regulations 
point out the need for consistency, but when 
it comes to enforcement of the Internal 
Revenue Code, the Commissioner agrees 
with Emerson that “A foolish consistency 
is the hobgoblin of little minds.”
One of our pet peeves is the lack of con­
sistency on the part of the Commissioner 
where there is a possibility for pinning a 
deficiency on a taxpayer, which is one of the 
reasons we got so much satisfaction out of 
a dissent by Judge Learned Hand in the 
case of Benjamin J. Weil, CCA-2, decided 
April 6, 1949. The majority of the court 
held that the petitioner was taxable on fees 
as executor in the year in which the money 
was received. The dissenting opinion held 
that fees were constructively received when 
awarded the executor by the Surrogate’s 
Court in prior years. Judge Hand believed 
the Commissioner could have collected the 
tax in the prior years and in dealing with 
constructive receipt of income stated, “The 
'constructive receipt’ of income is a crea­
ture of the Treasury, aimed at preventing 
taxpayers from selecting the year in which 
it will be most to their advantage to include 
in their gross income such items as those 
here at bar. It is a just corollary of such 
doctrine that it shall be applied in favor 
of taxpayers as well as against them . . .”
* * * *
Another recent example of the Commis­
sioner’s inconsistency in his efforts to col­
lect taxes is the case of Advance Machinery 
Exchange, TC Memo Docket No. 15,920, 
entered January 25, 1949. In that case, 
the Tax Court held that the taxpayer, two 
other corporations, and an individual, al­
though ostensibly separate entities, were all 
engaged in the same business, at the same 
location, used the same equipment, with the 
same employees, and to a large extent sup­
plied the same customers, and as a result, 
the income of all four businesses was tax­
able to the taxpayer. But when it came to 
figuring the invested capital for excess 
profits tax, the Commissioner held, and was 
sustained by the Tax Court, that invested 
capital must be computed strictly in ac­
cordance with Code Section 718, and no 
allowance could be made for the invested 
capital of entities other than the taxpayer.
* * * *
Possibly it isn’t just the Commissioner 
who lacks the jewel of consistency—per­
haps that just goes with tax practice. Re­
cently we enjoyed the sight of a tax ac­
countant who had fought hard and success­
fully to establish high depreciation rates 
on cotton gin machinery, arguing just as 
hard with an insurance adjuster, after the 
equipment had been destroyed by fire, that 
the machinery had been vastly over-depre­
ciated.
A Collector’s Item
The case of Gernhardt-Strohmaier Co., 
Inc., v. United States, decided April 28, 
1949, by a California District Court, is one 
for the collectors of the unique in tax prac­
tice. In that case, believe it or not, the 
Commissioner argued that salaries were too 
low! The catch in it is that the salaries 
questioned were paid to partners. Later 
the partnership earnings during the base 
period were used to establish the basis of 
excess profits taxes for the successor cor­
poration.
Another Victory for Jack Dempsey
The much publicized Jack Dempsey’s 
Punch Bowl has broken into the Tax Court 
news. For the year 1942, Jack Dempsey 
was paid 3% of the gross sales and addi­
tional compensation of $12,000. The pay­
ments were made as compensation for the 
use of his name and for services rendered 
by putting in his appearance at the restau­
rant. The Commissioner determined that 
$12,000 of the compensation was excessive.
The evidence showed that the juvenile 
sports fans of the Dempsey era had reached 
maturity by 1942 and many of the uni­
formed, and non-uniformed, enthusiasts of 
the past decade congregated in New York 
and patronized Dempsey’s Punch Bowl with 
the hope of catching a glimpse of the 
famous ex-champion.
The Commissioner offered the argument 
that the deduction should be disallowed the 
corporation as a matter of public policy 
since Dempsey’s visits to his restaurant in 
1942 did not have the approval of the 
Bureau of Navy Personnel.
Judge Hill, in a persuasive opinion, held 
that the Tax Court is not vested with 
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authority to enforce naval regulations and 
sustained the taxpayer’s position that the 
compensation was reasonable.
The Tax Practitioner and 
Unemployment
Will tax practitioners soon begin to feel 
the pinch of unemployment? Well, not too 
soon. According to the annual report of 
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue 
there were on hand in the field offices of 
the Income Tax Unit at the close of the 
fiscal year 1948 only 968,476 unsettled in­
come and excess profits tax returns, as com­
pared with 1,182,495 unsettled returns at 
June 30, 1947. Not counted in each year 
are the returns tentatively accepted with­
out investigation. Nor are there included 
estate and gift tax returns or 25,244 claims 
under Section 722 in which the tax reduc­
tion claimed amounted to approximately 
$4,500,000,000, still pending before the Ex­
cess Profits Tax Council.
The Commissioner also reports that dur­
ing the fiscal year 1948 the Tax Court 
handed down 845 decisions; the Bureau’s 
position was wholly sustained in 36% of 
the cases, partly sustained and partly re­
versed in 46% of the cases, and wholly re­
versed in 18%. That gives the tax practi­
tioners a batting average of .410 the way 
we figure it.
The Kentucky Compromise
The battle for the right to practice taxes 
which still goes merrily on between lawyers 
and accountants in New York, Minnesota, 
and Washington, D. C., has been ended by 
an armistice in Kentucky.
The Louisville Bar Association and the 
Kentucky CPA and public accounting socie­
ties have reached an agreement as to the 
division of tax practice where the legal and 
accounting fields overlap. The agreement, 
however, covers merely the preparation of 
tax returns and is silent on the all-impor­
tant question of who may give tax advice. 
It is understood that in Kentucky the ques­
tion will be left to the Practice Committees.
The Individual Pension Trust
Harry Silverson, prominent New York 
tax attorney, has long pointed out that pro­
fessional men and high salaried employees 
are at a distinct disadvantage under pres­
ent income tax laws, since they may not 
take advantage of the corporate form, and 
they have nothing to sell at capital gain 
rates, as do others in the high income tax 
brackets.
Mr. Silverson’s ideas have been incorpo­
rated in H.R. 3224, now before Congress. 
The taxpayer would be permitted to exclude 
from his gross income amounts up to $10,- 
000 annually if the amounts are invested 
in a special U. S. government bond. The 
bonds would be nonassignable and could be 
redeemed at taxpayer’s option, but not 
later than ten years after the taxpayer’s 
death, and could constitute income when 
redeemed.
The plan would enable the taxpayer to 
buy bonds and take the exclusion in his 
high income years and cash the bonds in 
later and lower income years.
“Is You Is or Is You Ain’t” (Married) ?
The split income provision of the 1948 
Revenue Act has produced dividends for 
the matrimonial joint venture. The indi­
vidual husband who earns $25,000 annually 
is approximately $2,600 better off (tax­
wise) than his single brother with the 
same income. This inevitably brings up the 
question as to whether or not the taxpayer 
is married. There are several degrees of 
divorce, varying with state laws, and the 
interlocutory decree provides that the di­
vorced couple are not free to marry, nor is 
the divorce decree final until the specified 
period of time has elapsed.
The question then arises as to whether 
the wife who receives separate maintenance 
under an interlocutory decree is still a wife, 
for income tax purposes or not. Stated 
another way, if she has left her husband’s 
bed and board, has she also left Space 1 on 
Page 1 of her husband’s Form 1040? The 
Bureau has settled the question, at least to 
its own satisfaction, by a recent ruling 
(I.T. 3942) that parties named in an inter­
locutory decree in California are not con­
sidered married. We understand that the 
California state laws consider the parties 
bigamists if they remarry before the di­
vorce decree becomes final.
While the revenue laws are strengthen­
ing the marital bonds by bonuses for mar­
ried couples, the Sixth Circuit Court of Ap­
peals has struck a blow for more and better 
divorces by refusing the partnership status 
to a taxpayer as long as she was a wife, but 
giving her full partnership rights when 
she got a divorce. (Frederick Smith v. 
Lipe Henslee, CCA-6, March 21, 1949.)
Tax Collecting in France
We sometimes fail to appreciate the tax 
collection methods of our own Treasury 
Department, but it could be worse, as will 
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be seen from the following dispatch from 
France, quoted from the British publica­
tion, “Taxation,” by the American maga­
zine, “Taxes”:
“Emil Girard was in a Neufchatel, 
Vosges, hospital today with his right hand 
amputated, after a 24-hour siege of his 
house. Two gendarmes were wounded and 
three armored cars with machine-guns 
were used to collect his taxes.”
COAST-TO-COAST NEWS
VIRGINIA THRUSH, Toledo, Ohio
ATLANTA
The study course speaker in March was 
Mary Adkins, whose topic was Collections. 
Mrs. Adkins operates the Dollahon and 
Dollahon Collection Agency. D. F. Hamp­
ton, CPA, controller of American Bakeries, 
spoke at the dinner meeting on Hotel 
Accounting.
Chapter member Lois Stephenson has 
just passed the Bar examination.
Harry Paschall spoke on Mortgage Loans 
and Title Insurance at the April study 
course meeting. The Role Accounting 
Plays in Management was the subject of 
W. D. Little, speaker at the dinner meeting. 
Mr. Little is assistant comptroller of the 
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Com­
pany.
CHICAGO
Chicago Business and Professional 
Women’s Club and the Chicago chapter 
ASWA held a joint meeting in March. 
Newton H. Bell, noted lecturer, brought 
enlightening information direct from the 
capitals of Europe and Asia, from which 
he recently returned.
A joint meeting with the women CPA’s 
of Chicago was arranged for April, when 
Russel Puzey spoke on The Natural Busi­
ness Year. Congratulations were tendered 
to Grace Keats, who received her CPA 
certificate 25 years ago.
Mary Gildea, Helen McGillicuddy, Ruth 
Waschau and Valerie Yudell, all CPA’s, had 
the distinction of being the first women to 
speak at a technical session of the Illinois 
Society of CPA’s, held April 8.
CLEVELAND
Mrs. Boyd S. Byall, chairman of the 
civics and legislative department of the 
Federation of Women’s Clubs, addressed 
the March meeting on What We Should 
Know About Legislation. Guests of the 
meeting were members of the Insurance 
Women of Cleveland and of Pi and Alpha 
Nu chapters of Phi Delta Delta, a legal 
sorority.
The April speaker was C. L. Harvey of 
the Burroughs Adding Machine Company.
COLUMBUS
In March, Bert C. Linder, who is with 
the Ohio Company and is president of the 
Columbus Stock and Bond Club, spoke on 
Investments for Individuals.. “Read the 
fine print” was his excellent advice. The 
subject discussed by the March study group 
was The Personal Property Tax.
Marion Frye attended the April meeting, 
at which N. M. Newman, budget director 
with Curtiss-Wright, spoke on Development 
and Control of Overhead Cost Through 
Budget.
DETROIT
Vance L. Desmond, assistant vice-presi­
dent of the Detroit Trust Company, pre­
sented a review of Pension Trusts, Profit- 
sharing and Stock Bonus Plans at the 
March meeting. A speech class, sponsored 
by the education committee, preceded the 
regular meeting.
In April, Edward Barr, CPA, spoke on 
Internal Control.
GRAND RAPIDS
John G. Malhoek, associated with the 
Grinnell-Row Company, spoke in March on 
Insurance Coverage and Protection.
In April Professor Carl Horn of Michi­
gan State College at East Lansing, spoke 
on Flying Classroom Visits to Business. 
High school teachers and students were- 
among the guests.
HOLLAND
Jean Lappinga, Janet Fik, Wilma Beu­
kema, Ida Sturing, Dorothy Sandy, Jennie 
Mulder, and Gretchen Ming were elected 
to office in the newly-formed Holland 
(Michigan) Chapter. Charter members in­
clude also Gertrude and Henrietta Bos, 
Cornelia Decker, Minnie Haan, Irma Hoe­
land, Gertrude Jonker, Winifred Marlink, 
Kathleen Mitchell, Corinne Pool, Geneva 
Mae Poppenma, Jane Veltman, Anna 
Beukema, Jean Volkers, Clara Voorhorst, 
Jeanette Mulder, and Allie Marie Wenzel.
The meeting at which the charter was 
presented was distinguished by the decora­




Speaker at the March meeting was E. H. 
Janke, auditor for the New York Central 
System. His talk was concerned with rail­
road operation and maintenance.
City Finances was the topic of an ad­
dress by Philip L. Bayt in April. Mr. 
Bayt has had a varied career in government 
service.
LOUISVILLE
Chapter No. 18 was formed in Louisville, 
Kentucky, in February under the guidance 
of Indianapolis chapter members. The first 
officers and directors are Antoinette 
Schweitzer, Esther Kachler, Mary Louise 
Fouse, Letha E. Marven, Ida Alt, Helen 
Supples, Mary Durbin, Opal Daniel, Belle 
Hazelwood and Helen Tabeling. Other 
charter members are Marjorie Downey, 
Mabel Fletcher, Mary Schlachter, Neva Nell 
Williams, Katheryn Bruce, Virginia Carson, 
Marie Dumstorf, Faye Ellerkamp, Hilda 
Fuchs, Marie Grieshaber, Ethel Head, Lula 
Hodge, Florence Jackman, Esther Kachler, 
Lynelda Kuhl, Margaret Leamey, Alice Ma­
theny, Ella Moran, Frances Ochesner, Eliza­
beth Pearce, Edith Raine, Mary Rose, Ade­
laide Schulten, Mary Tobe, Grace Webb, 
Esther O’Neil, Mary Hinkebein, Elsie Mit­
chell, Eleanor Newton, and Eugenia Nuss.
LOS ANGELES
Elsa Jaehne Sylvester, owner of Ex­
change Personnel Service in Los Angeles, 
spoke in February on Employment Prob­
lems as Seen Through the Eyes of a Place­
ment Agency. State franchise taxes were 
discussed briefly at the same meeting.
Arthur Hill, superintendent of charities 
for Los Angeles County, gave his views 
on Proposition 4, a proposed state amend­
ment.
Lucille Oakes, chairman of the tax com­
mittee, presided at the April meeting. We 
Earn Our Future was the subject of a talk 
by Ivy Grace, welfare director of the Sal­
vation Army and state director at large 
of BPW.
MUSKEGON
Harvey Nadeau and Don McMahon spoke 
in March on a subject dear to the hearts 
of this chapter’s members, Muskegon. The 
proposed city income tax and a recent sur­
vey of civic improvements were discussed.
Speakers in April were chapter members, 
who discussed the various fields of ac­
counting. Dorothy Wisch, Hazel Howard, 
Elizabeth Black, and Torberg Anderson 
participated.
NEW YORK
At the March meeting Mrs. Doris 
Diedrich described her recent trip to 
Norway.
New York chapter celebrated its tenth 
anniversary with a public relations dinner 
in April. Jane H. Todd, deputy commis­
sioner of the New York State Department 
of Commerce, addressed the members on 
Imagination Means Business.
SAN FRANCISCO
The March meeting was held jointly with 
the San Francisco Life Underwriters As­
sociation. Speakers from each group dis­
cussed the future and the salesmanship of 
the women in the two professions.
Herbert Brett, producer-director of Sta­
tion KPIX, was guest speaker in April. 
His topic was Youth in Television and he 
accented his address with a short film on 
this new medium of entertainment.
Seniors from the University of Califor­
nia who are majoring in accounting were 
entertained by chapter members at a des­
sert party on May 11.
SAN DIEGO
Officers of the newly formed San Diego, 
California, chapter are Doris Dunlap, Mary 
Wilkes, Louise Lane, Margaret Henricksen, 
and Charlotte Morris. Charter members 
also include Ruth Blackwell, Adelaide Blake, 
Kay Clary, Mildred Evans, Henrietta Good­
win, Eulah Holt, Madeleine Kemble, June 
Kerr, Naomi Kollertz, Freda Krueger, 
Elise Lambert, Daisy Lamberti, Louise 
Lane, Mary Ley, Lela Liard, Violet Lince, 
Lucille McClure, Ruby McFadden, Helene 
Nelson, Ann Nermoe, Marion Parlapiano, 
Jane Phelan, Betty Britchett, Anna Ross­
man, Methel Svedin, Maryette Taylor, Ber­
onda Tulchinsky, Mary Wilkes, and Rose­
bud Chamberlin.
SPOKANE
Hazel Skog, Betty Lucas and Dorothy 
Jane Miller led discussions at the March 
meeting.
L. Gordon Lee addressed the chapter on 
Americanism and the Income Tax in April.
TERRE HAUTE
Federal Income and Gross Income Taxes 
on Sales and Exchanges of Real Estate 
were discussed by Thomas M. Patrick in 
March.
The April meeting consisted of a panel 
discussion by students of Indiana State 
Teachers College on Civic Liberties.
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TOLEDO
James McCoy, Secretary of the College 
of Commerce at Ohio State University, 
spoke before a joint meeting of the Toledo 
chapters NACA and ASWA. Mr. McCoy 
discussed the 1948 recommendations of the 
American Institute of Accountants.
NEW AWSCPA MEMBERS
AWSCPA welcomes: Frances Zaves, 206 
Fairmont Ave., Philadelphia 23, with D. H. 
Shapiro Company; H. Jeanetta Hunse, 3504 
N. Osceola Ave., Chicago 23, with Vineyard 
and Vineyard; Rose C. Zaccone, 17 Salem 
St., Charlestown, Mass., with David J. 
Mintz & Co.; Doris Lambert, 78-30 223 St., 
Utopia Station, Flushing, N. Y., with Eisner 
& Lubin; Dorothy Litherland, 303 Vermont, 
Urbana, Ill., with U. of Illinois; Ruth M. 
Harsch, 1018 Mariposa Ave., Berkeley, 
Calif., with Perkins & Trousdale, CPA’s 
(associate member) ; Marian A. Cooke, 4510 
Hazard Street, Houston, Texas, self em­
ployed; Rose Bunker, Route 1, Box 40, 
Mesa, Ariz., with Milton P. Smith, realtor.
Sylvia Lileikis, 6223 S. Campbell Ave., 
Chicago 29, with Horwath and Horwath; 
Helen Smith, 50011 Huron River Dr., Belle­
ville, Mich., with Haskins & Sells, Detroit; 
Lolita Palou de Nazario, Box 52, Rio Pied­
ras, Puerto Rico, with P. R. Communication 
Authority, San Juan; Eunice Mosely, 1304 
82nd St., Los Angeles 34, with Alberta R. 
Crary, P.A.; Frances A. Joses, 726 Upshur 
St., N. W. Washington 11, with Watson 
Automotive Equipment.
NEW ASWA MEMBERS
ASWA chapters welcome the following: 
Chicago: Mildred A. Albrecht, Lorraine 
Olson and Florence Bohne (junior mem­
bers), Marilyn J. Nemec. Cleveland: Eliza­
beth Boughton, Virginia Hibbard, Ellen 
Kane, Mollie McCartney, Maxine Rogers, 
Dorothea Hansen. Columbus: Mynn Ehr­
sam. Detroit: Clara Lang, Charlotte For­
sythe, Jean E. Curry. Indianapolis: Luella 
Clauer. Grand Rapids: Jean Foster, 
Esther Freeman, Mary Elizabeth Stone. 
Holland: Winifred Buma, Agnes Callan. 
Los Angeles: Vera Stapleton, Lillian Rov­
nick, Ruth Montgomery, Gertrude Meyers, 
Esther Cole, Frances Fulton, Marie Geph­
art. Muskegon: Margie Trap. New York: 
Ida Schellinger, Agnes Eberst. San Fran­
cisco: Grace Luscombe, Millicent Hughes. 
Spokane: Marie Schneider, Helen Hazel, 
Gladys Tolefson (associate). Seattle: Flor­
ence DeVille, Jean Elliot, Lucille Gavere, 
Nell Gould, Hazel Milbourn. Terre Haute: 
Vilgae Kent, Marie Mitch, Lula Pine.
WATCH YOUR GRAMMAR
A verb should agree in number with its 
subject noun, not with an intervening modi­
fier. Thus we say “the total of accounts 
receivable differs.” Differs agrees with its 
singular subject total, not with accounts.
A singular subject, although followed by 
a parenthetical phrase, takes a singular 
verb. In the sentence, “The amount of this 
note, together with the pledge as collateral 
thereto of 15 shares of A Company stock, 
were verified by confirmation obtained from 
the War Credits Board,” were is incorrectly 
used because the subject is amount and the 
phrase together with the pledge is a modify­
ing phrase, not another subject. The sen­
tence should read, “The amount of this 
note, together with the pledge as collateral 
. . . was verified,” etc. Words joined to 
the subject by such expressions as in addi­
tion to, as well as, with, or together with, 
are parenthetical and are not a part of the 
subject.
Two or more singular subjects joined by 
or br nor take a singular verb, and two or 
more subjects of a different number joined 
by or or nor take a verb of the number of 
the nearest subject. Thus, we should say, 
“Neither the sales records nor the cash book 
contains a record of this transaction.”
Principal verbs should not be supplied 
from one part of the sentence to another 
if the same form is not grammatically cor­
rect in both parts. Observe how this prin­
ciple is here violated: “$2,000.00 has been 
paid in cash on this subscription and twenty 
shares of stock issued therefor.” If we try 
to supply from the first clause the part of 
the verb that is missing from the second 
clause we have this result, “twenty shares 
of stock has been issued,” which is, of 
course, wrong. The sentence should read: 
“Two thousand dollars has been paid in 
cash on this subscription, and twenty 
shares of stock have been issued there­
for.”
The foregoing sentence is also an illus­
tration of the rule that the word “dollars,” 




This clear and complete outline of the trend of thought and 
activity of the professional accounting societies was the basis 
of a talk before the Detroit chapter ASWA.
Mr. Lyons, a graduate of the University of Detroit and, 
since 1925, a certified public accountant of Michigan, is a 
member of the public accounting firm of Fletcher, Van Tifflin, 
Lyons & Teetzel.
As a former president of the Michigan Association of Certi­
fied Public Accountants and member of the Council of the 
American Institute of Accountants, and as chairman of the 
Institute’s Committee on By-Laws, he speaks with authority 
on the subject of professional accounting societies.
THE FUNCTIONS OF PROFESSIONAL 
ACCOUNTING SOCIETIES
By COLEBURKE LYONS, C.P.A.
A short time ago I had the pleasure of 
introducing a nationally recognized author­
ity on Federal Taxes to a Detroit audience. 
I think many of you were present. This 
gentleman is a very able and experienced 
speaker so that I was quite puzzled about 
the difficulty he had in getting into his 
subject. The first part of his speech was 
quite disconnected and at times almost in­
coherent. When he finished he said to me, 
“I had a hard time getting the feel of the 
audience—when I looked out and saw so 
many members’ wives present I was afraid 
that my talk would be most uninteresting 
to them because it would be over their 
heads. I tried to keep it on a non-technical 
basis and I am afraid the result wasn’t too 
good.” He was really chagrined when I 
told him that none of the members had 
brought their wives and that all the ladies 
present were members of accounting socie­
ties and were more than able to keep up 
with any technicalities he cared to intro­
duce into his talk. I do not intend to make 
the mistake he did of underrating the 
technical knowledge and ability of Detroit’s 
women accountants. I respect it so highly 
that I intend to follow his example to the 
extent of entirely avoiding all matters of 
accounting technique—not with his kindly 
but mistaken motive of attempting to avoid 
language you would not understand but 
with a well-developed sense of caution and 
knowledge of my own limitations.
The subject assigned to me, “Current 
Trends in Professional Accounting,” is a 
very broad one and with your permission 
I will limit my talk to only one phase of 
it—the trend of thought and activity of the 
professional societies. I would like to ap­
proach this from the angle of the reason 
for the existence of accounting societies 
and what they are doing today to justify 
their existence.
I have heard rumors to the effect that 
the principal reason for the existence of 
some of our professional societies has been 
to give the tired professional man another 
night out. I assure you that the rumor is 
false.
We have, today, very many accounting 
societies—your two associations, the Amer­
ican Institute of Accountants, the State 
CPA associations, the National Association 
of Cost Accountants, the Controllers Insti­
tute of America, the Institute of Internal 
Auditors, the Tax Executives Institute, and 
many others. Each has its own special 
field and activity but all have the same 
general purpose. You will forgive me if 
my comments deal almost entirely with the 
two associations with which I am most 
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closely identified—the American Institute 
of Accountants and the Michigan Associa­
tion of CPA’s. It is not because I think 
that their activities are more laudable than 
those of the other societies. It is merely 
because I am much more familiar with 
their programs and I can use them to illus­
trate what I think is the principal reason 
for the existence of any accounting society 
—the need for unity of effort to attain 
objectives considered desirable by the vast 
majority of the members of the group.
You are all familiar with the lesson 
which the old father taught his sons—that 
individual threads can be broken easily 
but when bound together in a thick cable, 
they resist all efforts to break them. Indi­
vidual accountants can do nothing alone 
but the history of our accounting societies 
proves that, when united under proper 
leadership, nothing can prevent them from 
attaining these desirable objectives.
What are these objectives? Except for 
the special objectives of each society which 
have to do with the special interests of the 
class or group of accountants making up 
its membership, the general purposes of 
each society are much the same. Some of 
the objectives are definitely in the interest 
of the society members but in none of them 
is the public interest overlooked.
Let’s look at the objectives of the Amer­
ican Institute of Accountants as recited in 
the bylaws of this society. They are, I 
think, typical of those set up by most ac­
counting societies.
(1) To unite the accountancy profession 
of the United States.
(2) To promote and maintain high pro­
fessional and moral standards.
(3) To assist in the maintenance of 
high standards for the CPA certifi­
cate in the several states.
(4) To safeguard the interests of public 
accountants.
(5) To advance the science of account­
ancy.
(6) To develop and improve account­
ancy education.
(7) To provide for the examination of 
candidates for membership.
(8) To encourage cordial intercourse 
among accountants practising in 
the United States of America.
Now, let us see what our national and 
state societies are doing to attain these 
ends. No. 1—“To unite the accountancy 
profession of the United States.” As I 
have indicated, this is the keystone of the 
arch. Unless the practical and moral sup­
port of all eligible accountants is enlisted, 
complete success can never be achieved in 
any one of the other objectives. To accom­
plish this, much has been done to educate 
eligible certified public accountants as to 
the work of the societies and the necessity 
of united effort. With the membership of 
the Institute at 13,000 and of our Michigan 
association at well over 700, it would seem 
that their efforts have been reasonably 
successful.
No. 2—“To promote and maintain high 
professional and moral standards.” In his 
very fine book “Professional Ethics of Pub­
lic Accounting,” John L. Carey, Secretary 
of the American Institute of Accountants, 
makes these statements:
“Rules are absolutely essential to organ­
ized cooperation. The nature of the indi­
vidual is instinctively egoistic and selfish. 
The absence of rules is anarchy, a chaotic 
clash of self-interest which gets the group 
nowhere. To protect the interests of the 
group as a whole against the anti-social 
interests of the individual is a sine qua 
non of the group effort. Each member of 
the group accepting the discipline over his 
selfish impulses, receives in return protec­
tion against the selfish impulses of others. 
Rules of professional conduct have this dis­
tinction from other types of rules—they 
are designed not only to advance the group 
interest of those who constitute the pro­
fession but also the interests of those who 
are served by members of the group—that 
is, the public.” And he sums this up by 
stating: “The rules of professional conduct 
of the accounting profession are in part a 
pledge to the public that in consideration 
of public confidence the profession will 
protect the public interest; and in part a 
code of behavior designed to protect the 
profession itself against the selfish im­
pulses of individual members.”
The Rules of Professional Conduct of the 
American Institute of Accountants have 
been built up over a period of some thirty 
years. They are extremely practical and 
efficacious because they have been adjusted 
through the years as dictated by experi­
ence. Recently both the Michigan State 
Board of Accountancy and the Michigan 
Association of CPA’s adopted rules of pro­
fessional conduct which are almost parallel 
to the Institute’s rules.
No. 3—“To assist in the maintenance of 
high standards for the CPA certificate in 
the several states.” The principal con­
tribution of the national and state societies 
under this heading has been one of en­
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couragement and assistance in securing the 
adoption of a uniform system of examina­
tion for the CPA certificate in the various 
states. At this time, 46 states have adopted 
the American Institute uniform examina­
tion questions.
In setting and grading these examina­
tions, the examiners are deeply aware of 
their responsibility both to the candidate 
and to the public. They are guided by 
an extreme sense of fair play to the candi­
date in that the questions and grading are 
not based on a monopolistic theory of 
closing the door to all but the most brilliant 
students. On the other hand, as a matter 
of public duty, they feel that the questions 
and responses must be such as to clearly 
prove that the candidate has earned the 
right to hold himself forth to the public 
as a CPA. An equally important contribu­
tion has been the effort of national and 
state societies, through their state legis­
lative committees, to secure the finest type 
of state regulation and to resist legislation 
which tended to weaken the certificate. 
Unfortunately, it is true that some of our 
state societies have not been entirely suc­
cessful in their opposition to bad legisla­
tion. This, I think, points up more em­
phatically the need for better understand­
ing, by the public, of our professional 
standing and aims. The New York society, 
for instance, in spite of tremendous effort 
was not able, two years ago, to prevent 
the passage and signing of the Oliver Bill— 
a bill which probably did more to weaken 
the certificate in every state in the Union 
than any other bill I know. But the mem­
bers of the New York society were not 
discouraged and under excellent leader­
ship they have succeeded in bringing about 
the repeal of the bill.
Again I must emphasize that accountants 
have no desire, in their efforts with state 
legislative bodies, to create a monopoly, as 
such, for themselves. They do feel most 
deeply and sincerely that it is in the public 
interest that the certificate be so safe­
guarded that it continue to merit the public 
confidence which it has earned through the 
years.
No. 4—“To safeguard the interests of 
public accountants.” At first glance, this 
might seem to be a purely selfish objective. 
In actual practice, I do not know of a single 
project undertaken toward this end in 
which the interest of the general public 
was not definitely coupled with that of the 
public accountant.
The most outstanding work of this kind 
which the societies have undertaken has 
been their effort along state legislative 
lines on which I have already commented.
In addition to their interest in state leg­
islation, the national and state societies 
have been extremely active in their oppo­
sition to certain proposed Congressional bills 
which would set aside or seriously curtail 
long-established rights of CPA’s particu­
larly in regard to tax practice and to prac­
tice before certain governmental agencies.
National and state societies have also 
rendered financial and legal assistance in 
meritorious cases where accountants, in 
conducting their practices along lines long 
established as ethical and proper, have been 
charged with the unauthorized practice of 
law.
During the last few years, considerable 
attention has been given to the matter of 
public relations. In earlier years practi­
cally nothing was done to inform the pub­
lic as to what CPA’s were and what they 
stood for. Perhaps the reason for this was 
that they leaned over backward in their in­
tense desire to build up a solid professional 
basis. Part of the reason too may be found 
in the nature of the average accountant. 
Whatever the reason for the silence, certi­
fied public accountants suddenly woke up to 
the fact that a rather large section of the 
public held very dim views of their profes­
sional standards and particularly of their 
independence and impartiality. This was 
brought out by a public opinion poll con­
ducted by a well-known organization re­
tained by the American Institute of Ac­
countants. As a result, the national and 
state societies are now cooperatnig in a 
serious campaign of public education. All 
available media are being used—radio 
talks, speeches to civic groups, well-placed 
newspaper publicity in regard to new ac­
counting and auditing concepts and assist­
ance and advice to governmental agencies 
in regard to accounting and tax matters, 
and paid messages of a public educational 
character in newspaper and professional 
and business magazines.
The national and state societies have liai­
son committees for cooperation with other 
groups such as the banks and other credit 
grantors and the legal profession. Their 
work for the most part has been effective 
and of definite benefit to the individual 
practitioner.
No. 5—“To advance the science of ac­
counting.” While efforts along these lines 
have been usually initiated at the national 
level, they have in most cases been paral­
leled and implemented by the state socie­
ties. The Institute maintains an ably- 
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staffed Research Department. Its main ac­
tivity is the production of accounting and 
auditing bulletins under the direction of 
the Accounting Procedure and Auditing 
Procedure Committees. These bulletins 
have become recognized as authoritative 
pronouncement on accounting and auditing 
questions and probably more than any 
other means, have created uniform stand­
ards of good accounting and auditing pro­
cedures. State society committees have 
participated in the discussions which led up 
to the adoption of these bulletins and have 
also assisted in their discussion and ex­
planation before their societies.
Other Institute committees have done 
excellent work in the special fields of fed­
eral taxation and accounting and auditing 
in public utilities, municipal, state and na­
tional governments, bankruptcies and reor­
ganizations, cooperatives and savings and 
loan institutions. In most cases, they have 
worked in cooperation with similar state 
society committees.
The national and state societies have 
sponsored accounting conferences at which 
the society members have been privileged 
to hear papers on accounting subjects of 
timely interest, carefully prepared by au­
thorities on these subjects. These papers 
and other articles of equal importance have 
been printed in the Journal of Accountancy, 
the official organ of the American Institute 
of Accountants, and in some of the state 
society publications. As a result these pub­
lications have come to be considered a very 
fertile field for the student of accountancy.
No. 6—“To develop and improve account­
ancy education.” Our societies have ap­
proached this question from several angles.
Special committees have conferred with 
educational institutions in regard to their 
accounting curricula. In April 1948 a two- 
day conference of certified public account­
ants and college professors was held at the 
University of Michigan to listen to and 
discuss papers on such subjects as “What 
employers think about the present curric­
ula”; “What employers can do to help the 
college”; “The CPA’s point of view”; “Edu­
cational preparation for business.”
The Committee on Education of the In­
stitute has also held joint meetings with 
the American Accounting Association, the 
membership of which is largely made up of 
accounting instructors. Our state societies 
are frequently called upon by schools of 
accountancy to supply lecturers on account­
ing subjects.
A very important part of the young ac­
countant’s training is that which he gets on 
the job. Many accounting firms have well- 
planned courses of study within their own 
organization. In addition, some of the state 
societies have set up discussion classes for 
staff assistants. In this connection, it may 
be of interest to know that our Michigan 
association has held a series of discussion 
classes for staff assistants and accountancy 
students, based on Journal of Accountancy 
articles.
Every effort is being made to acquaint 
high school and college students with the 
possibilities of accounting as a career. 
Pamphlets prepared by the American Insti­
tute have been distributed to students and 
many of the state societies have arranged 
for vocational talks by practicing account­
ants. Accounting conferences are usually 
arranged by the state societies in coopera­
tion with schools of accountancy and the 
printed papers of these meetings are made 
available to students. Again it might be 
mentioned that technical articles in the 
Journal of Accountancy and some of the 
state society publications have definitely 
helped to develop and improve accounting 
education.
One of the most important developments 
of recent years in accounting educational 
work has been that of the Institute’s Com­
mittee on Selection of Personnel, augmented 
by the efforts on a state level of similar 
state society committees. Quoting from a 
recent committee report; “This work was 
undertaken as a research project in 1943 
under the auspices of the Institute and 
under the direction of Dr. Ben D. Wood 
of Columbia University. Its purpose was to 
develop and perfect tests which would en­
able employers, educators and students to 
measure objectively the student’s likelihood 
of success in public accounting work and 
thus not only to attract students of higher 
caliber into that work but also to divert 
from useless study those students whose 
records indicated little hope of success in 
this field.”
The project appealed to the imagination 
of the members of the profession. A fund 
of $80,000.00 was raised by donations, 
principally from CPA’s. A further grant 
of $20,000.00 was made by the Institute 
from its general fund. This fund was used 
for the development of tests of three types 
—orientation, achievement and the Strong 
Vocational Interest test which measures the 
subject’s similarity in interests with those 
of successful practitioners in a large number 
of fields. With the cooperation of many 
universities and accounting firms a set of
(Continued on page 15)
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WHAT'S NEW IN READING
DORRIS C. MICHALSKE,
FOUNDATIONS FOR CONSTRUCTIVE 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, by R. Carter 
Nyman. (Funk & Wagnalls Co., New York, 
1949. 209 pages.)
Mr. Nyman is the personnel director of 
Yale University and has been in industrial 
relations work for thirty years in govern­
ment, in a university, in industry, and in a 
merchandising establishment. In addition, 
he yearly negotiates a contract with the 
representatives of the United Mine Work­
ers. Thus, his wide experience gives weight 
to his theories of what is wrong with in­
dustrial relations and what should be done 
about it.
Management would not have failed to de­
velop constructive industrial relations, Mr. 
Nyman believes, if it had approached the 
problems with the same objective applica­
tion of scientific knowledge that it used to 
solve technological problems. In his book 
he attempts to explain briefly the known 
principles of human nature, then shows 
how this knowledge can be applied practic­
ally to develop good relations between capi­
tal, labor and government. Detailed dia­
grams concerning administrative procedure 
illustrate the text. This book has been 
recommended for reading by the Cleveland 
Public Library.
ACCOUNTANTS WRITING, by John 
Mantle Clapp. (The Ronald Press Co., New 
York, 1948. 216 pages.)
When a public accountant has completed 
an audit, he has the chore of presenting to 
the client in written form, a report of the 
work he has done, the findings of his in­
vestigations, and his conclusions and recom­
mendations. Since the report is to be read 
by a layman who is not only unfamiliar with 
accounting jargon, but also is unwilling to 
plod through pages of factual material, the 
accountant must be a more discerning 
writer than members of most other profes­
sions. Unfortunately, examination of ac­
countants’ reports shows that there are too 
few that are written with the reader’s atti­
tude in mind.
This book explains briefly how the parts 
of rhetorical structure, words, sentences, 
clauses and paragraphs can be arranged in 
a report so that, although it will still con­
tain the same factual material, it is empha­
sized and sparked to arouse the reader’s 
active interest.
 Cleveland, Ohio
WOMEN NEVER GO BROKE, by Eliza­
beth Kidd. (J. B. Lippincott Co., Philadel­
phia, Pa., 1948. 207 pages.)
Women who read this humorous little 
book will probably exclaim “How true’.”, 
and men will say “Oh, they couldn’t have 
that attitude!” But, men do make many 
costly mistakes when they try to guess what 
the feminine reaction will be to their sug­
gestions about money in relation to govern­
ment, banking, insurance, industry, and in 
their own homes. The masculine mind, it 
seems, gives money an inherently intrinsic 
value, something that can be bought, sold 
or exchanged as any economic good, while 
the feminine belief is that money is a mere 
convenience as a measure of value, a token 
of exchange to be used to obtain the physi­
cal goods that contribute to the welfare and 
happiness of the people.
This book inquires into the case for and 
against women when it comes to money, and 
explains why they never go broke. It lists 
the eight major things that the author be­
lieves women want from their jobs. And it 
attempts to dispel the masculine delusion 
that women desperately desire independence 
from masculine bondage, whereas what they 
really want is the right to work, together 
with the dignity, respect and justice due 
them.
THE PREVALENCE OF WITCHES, by 
Aubrey Menen. (Charles Scribner’s Sons, 
New York, 1948. 271 pages.)
In a remote section of India known as 
Limbo, live the Limbodians, a tribe scarcely 
touched by the tentacles of civilization. In 
their charming way, they believe that all 
evil is done by witches, so that when a 
chieftain did away with a particularly evil 
witch, the Limbodians knew that no crime 
had been committed and that their com­
munity had benefited greatly. However, 
under British civil law, a murder had oc­
curred, and the chieftain was arrested and 
held for trial in the British territorial court.
To the chieftain’s aid come three highly 
educated Englishmen, an American mis­
sionary and a phony Swami. These five 
characters pool their peculiar talents in an 
effort to see justice done according to the 
Limbodian belief. The result is a subtle 
rationalization of the native religion and a 
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THE FUNCTIONS, Etc. (Cont. from p. 13) 
norms has now been built up and the tests 
are being used in the schools and also by 
accounting firms in grading applicants for 
employment.
Industrial accountants have become inter­
ested in the tests and arrangements are 
presently being made for their extension 
to this field.
Another project of an educational nature 
was tried out last June. Under the sponsor­
ship of the American Institute of Account­
ants and the University of Michigan School 
of Business Administration an accountant’s 
graduate study conference was held at Ann 
Arbor. Practising accountants and educa­
tors of several states in this region at­
tended. Papers on several timely subjects 
were presented and were followed by both 
general and small group discussion. The 
pace set was rather leisurely and afforded 
opportunity for recreation and visiting.
No. 7—“To provide for the examination 
of candidates for membership.” The only 
comment I wish to make on this is that any 
society, to be successful, must keep its mem­
bership standards high. I am sure that all 
of our accounting societies recognize this.
No. 8—“To encourage cordial intercourse 
among accountants practising in the United 
States of America.” This is the last of the 
objectives but it is far from the least. Some 
of my most cherished friendships have come 
from my contacts with my fellow practi­
tioners—people whom I have met in our 
professional societies. I do not need to dwell 
on this because I am sure that your ex­
periences have been the same as mine.
THE PRESS
Recent issues of The Accountants Digest 
contained reprints of the following articles 
from The Woman C.P.A.:
Depletion and the Federal Income Tax, 
by Heloise A. Brown, CPA
Professional Ethics for the Internal Ac­
countant, by Theia A. Gebbie
Some Thoughts About the Future of Pub­
lic Accounting for Women, by George 
D. Bailey
Summary of 1948 Tax Reduction Act, by 
Mary Gildea, CPA
The January-February Bulletin of the 
Washington Society of CPA’s contained 
not only an article by Ida Kaminoff Ezra 
outlining the history and purposes of our 
two organizations, but news items about 
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1005 W. 34th St., Indianapolis, Ind. 
Beatrice Unrau—Los Angeles 
8212 Handley Ave., Los Angeles 45, Cal. 
Antoinette J. Schweitzer—Louisville 
566 Eastern Parkway, Louisville 8, Ky.
Virginia R. Kitchen—Muskegon
P.O. Box 485, Muskegon, Mich.
Carolyn Abernethy—New York
410 W. 57th St., New York
Doris Ann Dunlap—San Diego 
408 Spreckels Bldg., San Diego, Calif. 
Adele Edwards—San Francisco 
Lester Herrick & Herrick, 403 Merchants Bldg., 
San Francisco 4, California
Marguerite Gibb, C.P.A.—Seattle
501 Orpheum Bldg., Seattle 1, Wash.
Ruby A. Denney—Spokane
7901 E. Liberty Rt. 10, Spokane 13, Wash. 
Bertha Meyer—Terre Haute 
33 No. First St., Terre Haute, Ind.
Ruby Clarke Freligh, C.P.A. (N.Y.)
—Toledo
2024 No. Cove Blvd., Toledo 6, Ohio
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